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41. A Remark on a Sufficient Condition for Hypoellipticity

By Akira TSUTSUMI
College of General Education, Osaka University

(Comm. by Kinjir5 KUNU.(I, M. ft. A., March 12, 1973)

1. Introduction. Let P=P(x,D)=,II a(x)D" be a differ-
ential operator where x=(x,..., Xn) is a point of a open subset/2 in
real n-space R, -(, ..., ) is a multi-index with its length
+... + and D=(--i3/3x)",...(--i3/3x). For eR we denote
=;...,Il=(+ +):/, (}=1+11, P(x, )=,a(x) and

)=D(iD)P(x )()

Simple and weak sufficient conditions for hypoellipticity are given
by L. HSrmander which include not only differential operators but also
pseudo-differential operators ([2] 4 Theorem 4.2, p. 164). In this note
we shall give a slightly different sufficient condition for hypoellipticity
which is stated by using a basic weight function depending also on the
x-variable instead of (} only. The usage such a basic weight unction
is effective for study of asymptotic behavior of spectral function of
hypoelliptic differential operator which will appear in a forthcoming
paper.

We confine ourselves in case of differential operators but it seems
quite possible to extend it in case of pseudo-differential operators, be-
cause the proof of the main theorem depends on a construction of
parametrix just along the arguments in [1] and [2]. I wish to thank
Mr. M. Nagase for his advice through discussion.

2. Theorem and outline of the proof. Theorem. Let P(x,
be written in the sum P(x,)=po(x,)+p(x,) where po=Po(X,) and
p=p(x, ) satisfy the following conditions"
(2.1) The coefficients are in C.
For any x e tO and and there exist the constants C,,, O, C O,
and A 0 such that
(2.2) ()(x, )I_C IPo(X, )z-,o()

(2.2)’ IPx(")(x,(:) )IZC_..: [po(X, ) [x-(..l+,+(l.+, for IlAx,_
where p and are some constants depending only on P(x, D) and satis-
fying O_Ap_A 1,
(2.3) Ipo(X, )I_C Il’ O<m’g_m, for II_A,
(2.4) m’(< 1,
and C,,, C and A are bounded when x is in compact subset of
Then the operator P(x, D) is hypoelliptic u e ’(9) satisfying the equa-
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tion P(x, D)u=f is in Cin any open subset of where f is in C.
The proof of the theorem is obtained from the ollowing series
lemmas. Let q=q(x, ) k---0, 1,... be defined inductively
(2.5) Po" qo 1
(2.6) Po’q----P’q---,,,+= 1/!P(")’q(,) for [A.

Lemma 1. The q, k-l, 2,... have the faowing form"

( ((’) ( (4"}= ,0,()Ipo) ,= ,(,)Ipo)
or [[A where , fl, a, fl -’" and., a, are multi-indices satisfy-
ing a#0, 2=1, 2, ..., i, a,#0, Z=I, 2, ..., ], [a’’0, ,=1, 2, ...,
[a, [0, =1, 2, ..., r, ft,#0, g=l, 2, ..., ], fl:#0, ,--1, 2, ..., , and
]fl’]0, =1, =1, 2, ..., r, and furthermore

and the summation moves over the number of actors:
Lemma 2. If P(x, ) satisfies (2.)(2.4), then P*(x, ) correspond-

ing the adoint operator P*(x, D)=p(x, D=)+p(x, D) satisfies them
too for p$(x, ) and p(x, ).

Here we construct q k=0, 1,2,..., for P*(x, ) by applying (2.5)
and (2.6)and we shall use the same notation or q in what follows.
Setting

f(x, )-E=0 q
and

we have 2rom (2.5) and (2.6)
1 P*(x, D+)f(x, ) +h(x, ).

For 9’9 (relatively compact in 9) we set A’=sup=, A and
choose a function %(D e C(R) which equals to 1 in a neighborhood
the set ( e R" [[A’}, and set -1--0. As is

1=()+%()=P*(x, D+)f(x, )() h(x, )()
we have

(.7 () P*(,(-

e,>(h(,)()+,())()d,-()-

where () is the Pourier transform of p(z) e Cr(9). or the first term
of (.7) we have

Lemma 3. The ditibtio ere P(z, ) o the distribution:

(z, ) e C(9’ XR)P() (2)- )()

(,
hefe (.) deote the Pofier rorm ith eeet to the
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variables, is C function in x and y off the diagonal; x#-y.
By taking a such that --m’(1--plal)--n holds, we have rom

Lemma 1, (2.2), (2.2)’ and (2.3) that the integral o the right hand side
of

(x--y)"F(x, y)-- (2) .Ie<-,>(-D)"(f(x, )())d
is absolutely convergent at x#y, from which Lemma 3 is obtained.

For the second term o the right hand side of (2.7) we have
Lemma 4. The integral of the second term of the right hand side

of (2.7) is absolutely and uniformly convergent in C(9’Rn) if
--m’(p--)N+--n. And when we set H(x,y) the kernel of the
integral, we have

From the definition of h(x, ) and (2.2) the integral is estimated by

and by letting N large the exponent becomes negative, by which (2.3)
can be used.

By multiplying u a function in C(9) we may assume u e C’(9) and
hence the order o the distribution u is finite. Let f be in C(w) where
w is a open subset 9’, and (x)e C(9’) be equal to 1 on w. Here we
set

g=(x)f, and h=(1-(x))f.
From (2.7) and P(x, D)u=g+ h, we have or

where the distribution u operates on in H(., y). The unction (x)
defined by its Fourier transform

()= e",f(,)()()d,

is in C() by (2.4) and hence we have

=n(x)f(x)dx.
Furthermore by applying Lemma 3 for the second term, and Lemma 4
for the third term of the right hand side of u(), we can confirm u is
smooth of any order in w.

3. Example.
(1) The symbol p0(x,)=]x]"++l, (,)pap/2, , and a

are natural numbers), satisfies the conditions (2.2), (2.3) and (2.4) for
p= 1/2u, 1/2v and m’= 2a.
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(2) The symbol p0(x, )=+(x+x)(d-) q-/ satisfies the condi-
tions (2.2), (2.3) and (2.4) for p--l/4, ---1/6 and m’--2.
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